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Introduction

The Decision Sc,minar is a social planning and problem solving model based

upon Lasswell's (1971) cor*ptual'view of thepolicy sciences. It tErintended

to produce better informed decisions. To this end, the Decision Seminar pro-

vides a structure and process designed tc' identify problems describe a pro-
.

blem's historical, political, social, and environmental cc: texts; assess ik-
4

formation; analyze and select alternative solutions; a CIE.:E.ICp and evaluate,

-imp..ementazion strategies. That theDecision Seminar can produce sucn

results in actual decision making and prcolem solving situations :asIbeen

tentati7ely established in several alications-: (Rand.o..1.

19B1) Eb:

was reasoned the Decision Sem-nar

:ions of educational policyplanners, t-en

1977;

1'

intruc: :ne deTkibera-

might also. serve as an Astruc-

tional tool on the ,training of educational administrators, Thus, the Decision

Seminar was employed as thE principai instruction fiamrewci-k in several

courses' offered in theAcademic Faculty of Educ

_ne Ohio State University.

nal Administration cf

During two of these courses, the authors participated as teathinz assis

tantsv. 'What follows is an assessment cf the utility

as a.training device based upon our observations.

Method

be Decision Seminar

_Because the use of the Decision Seminar as an in*ructional tool wa a

novel api4ication, we Chose to take an open-ended, exploratory approac to

assessment. We felt that in this initial stage a highly structured design
szt

aimed at testing the existence of pre-specified outcomes would be unduly

constraining.
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VIRO-tturses at tne same institution. Xpirecver, :h.-at the t,servec*outct=es

Data Collection
't

The authors attended all sessions _and planning sessions cfs two graduate

p

classes in Educationa: Administration. Each class was conducted over the

u-drati of one, ten week quarter. We compiled not:A 'based upon our observe-

dons. In addition, we systematically reviewed the official milmtes of each

session's deliberaticrLs.

We alsc interviewed class tic-rants cc either Father -genera_' impres-

tc cr,e:k cur rpretaticns of P.:served patterns..

Analsis .4

--vs:s was coraucted ttnc.:1-rent_ garnering c cot-.

cbservaticns were dompi_ec, we deve_. eo fentat

were tested in subseq-e-nt oZgervations ba, ATE, . Event-aliwthis prc-

cess resulted tne

Limitaticns

the c=ensions reT,crted be7cw.

4

Imitaa,icns cf tnis assess-en: apprcatn are ;Inc The

findings cannot be generalized setirfzs 'cr, indeed, even

resulted from the Decision Seminar.remai = ore' to con-ecture. E.EX1S-

tence of such ,causality can, of cc-rse, ce =ore cleerl% establis--ed nder

ceatrolled, comparative conditions.

4

The two °curses t.4e aTpll tic7. 7.*.e D'ECiSiCr. Serener was

1 '

Tbserved.Fere both regular offerings rAcaYenIc Facuaty c,f Educational

4.ministrat on of the -:nc State :_nivers ,th rc;rscs were ta,:

the same irkstructor, an 'individual

applying one Deoision 9eminar. In 5oth

great cea.__,cfNeiperience in

le,E,c,

Seman3r was

O

4



*
employed as a fraagwork within which a planning or.prol2lem solving simulation

A

was conducted. Each student adopted the role of aimactor in the decision

process.

,.)

The first course, offerV during the spring of 1978, focused upon

critical issues facirig urban school systems. ity of the 13 students

were completing certification requirements and tnree '..ere docrcral students.

( 1
.

The se course

,
.

.

.

, offered during the winter of 1979, focused upon the

cn. A:1 18 students were doczoral students inthe third

required four course secuence.

1

ti

As we negan tc collect anc,' interpret observations, became .a -ear :hat

several. emerging Instructional outcomes could be conf4dervLy credited

to, tne Decision Seminar cvey possible explanati,on§. For examp1e,"0that,_

students developed skills to cope with interperscnal conflict, constrained

time frames, and a lack c: continuity from session
\.

i_tc session couc easily be

ascribed tc either :heir involvement in simulated det.Sion situations theirt

exposure to he Decision Seminar. )

,Thus, welmade a conscious decision to emp of the elements of the Sem4nar

to guideCyr identification of instructional outcomes. 1.Thile we clearly ra11 the

risk of taiutology by taking this approach, we felt that we had no otner way o:'

connecting outcomes to the use of the Seminar. Fur.the , we decided th-at the

conclusions of such an e*doratoiy assessment would be treated as tentative

andi could serve as the' basis for/subsequent, experimal w.

The Instructional Dimengidns*S
'0e identified two dimiosions whic11 the Decision Seminar provided

. ,

instruction, The /first concerns'two types of information implicii in the
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Seminar structure. Lasswell (1971) argued that there exists information

both of and dn the process of policy formulation. That is, there is informa-__

tion about how policy is developed as well as info oration or data,that are
.

considered in the development Process. We foud.tha: students who were ,

.

exposga to,the Decision Seminar,tended to develop an understanding of both

types of ;n5ormation.

The second dimension involves the'n-ormative and descriptive learnings

devel,cedby ttudents exposed to the Decision. Seminar. The Seminar provides

a sequential' outline of steps and processes which, if followed, can contribute
!

to the mair,g of betters informed decisions. This normative element provides,

>dire n and focus ins,:ring tne nurturance a -h 05 prcolet relateL,00/

informaticr, whic ,.eas to the identification 3f sc ons

Decisic Seminar .ran a:so produce descriptive 'earnings that

n which st14oents can conduo retrospective analys es

ecision,-maKing processe
. -

these f'c imensions in a matrix (See Figure 1), e were

le to reflect the 'our types of learning outcomes observed to nave resulted

from the application

the process, prescription

the Decision Seminar--prescr,iptions en information of

on information in the process, descri t::on cf the

lnfoirmation of the ptocesF, and desciliptiors of information in theproceSs.'

In the remainder of the 'paper, we, will explain how ;he Decision Altminar

was c,bserved to cdm4ribute to these four types ;earnings. We will begin

re'

'describing the total podel. Then, we will specfy which elementsV the

.model bcreon each.typeof learning.

! 44
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,he .DeGision Seminar .

,
de.

'

-- --,, ; .. \...

The Deoisitn Seminar is' compried of five major cOmponents--a management
. ) .4 - 1 .

p
framework, prcblem solving-tasks, a social process model, commun tv value

categories, and e decision phase analysis.

z
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The Management Framework. The management framework is concerned with the

characteristics cf an ideal -setting in whier-poliey 'decisions 'can be made. It

,identifies six imptrtant elements:

1. A permanent core of three to fiftEen.i.ndividuals is responsible

fcy concept exploration, dada .identification and gathering,.

agenda construction and evaluation.

9 A permanerit location with facilities to array and stor,data.

r
The room becomes the integrator of people and information

where visual displays of ongoing-work provide past, present, and

future perspectives.

chnolcgv ecuioment should beavailat:le tc analyze, Store,

displ anc project data, as it, is ',enerateo, such as use cf: micro-
,

comp..qterS., network systems, opaque prolectcrs, etc. Problems can then

be examined wAthin thei,r entire conte ts
ti

Research it a sAred task of all participants as the need for

accurate, relevant information is co,ntin,c,Is. As information is

introcuced, core group is responsible to validate its use-'

filness.and accuracy,"and either accept, revise, cr reject.'

4

A -211

The use of outside experts. is invaluable tc the core members for

the input of needed data.

4

6. Recorc keep not only supplied one source of data but provides

members with an ongoing link between'the core's obriectives (as

specified in the agenda) and the par:ticipants' contributions.

Tne stge'is set. A committed, permanent core gaol'." is identifie : a

designated room is outfitted L6 s re, ry.rieve and display information;

provisions are made for access to utside experts; the core group nas

developed and identified research gathering and assessing strategies;



provisions for record keeping of the agenda ancrselections of the minutes are

. made.

Problem Solving. Tasks. The second component of the Decision Seminar is

comprised of a set of "problem solving tasks." These five tasks specify the

analytical pr6cedures tht provide the core group members with direction and

focus, insuring the proper collection and analysis of problem and/or decision

re± information. They are, in sequence:

\
1. Goal clarification identify practical fu'ture desired states.

2. Trend description gather and examine past and current trends

in respect to the stated goals.

Analysis of conditions what wnditions have affected or con-

di.tioned the trends?,

4,
4. Projection of development - if no change or Interventions are made,

what will be the future states or events? .

5. Identification of alternatives - based on accumulated data

alternatives are generated and assessed in terms of feasibility

and effectiveness in meetill'g goals, resulting in selection of an

alternative strategy to implement.

Social Process Model. The third component is the "social process model."

k

It identifies several elements which can affect a social process. It may
/VOA,

be utilized to provide greater insight and depth of data. in the analysis of

the trends and descriptions which occur in the problem solving steps three

and four described above. This model de'lineates the social processes into

the following elements:

1. Stakeholders -videntify the person(s) who are directly nvolved or

interested in the policy (problem or plan) under consideration.

4
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2. Perspectives - identify the views of the stakeholders. What do
1

they think about an issue?

3. Situation - desui1:1 t situations in which the stakeholders

interact with the institution. Degcribe the contact and com-

nications that take place.

4. Ease values identify the value's and beliefs of the stakeholders

*.

toward the-policy (plan or problem solution).' What assets or

I---
capabilities do they poissess?

5. OutOmes - identify the outcomes sought,by stake!olders.

6. Effects - determine the net redistribution of values that the

policy (plan or problem solution) may potentia--y lave upon

stakeholders.
4

7. Strategies - develop strategies that utilize.the understanding of

the stakeholders' values and beliefs to positively effect the

acceptance'of the policy Wan ar solution),

Application of the Social Process Model provides a means for gathering

information which is salient to understanding the trends and conditions of

the proposed p licy (problemor plan). It also refines the Decision Phase

Analysis (d scribed later) incorporating the requisite component of cootrta-

tion into the implementation of a new policy (plan or solution).

Comm unity Value Categories. To facilitate gathering data and focusing

\direction on hz Social Process Model, eight "community value categories"

(The Decision S miner's fourth componezlt)may be used as guides td analysis. They
-,,

provide insight into the contextual setting of the proposed policy (plan or

solution). When applied to all or to selected elements of the social processes,

. -

the value categories can aid ih the description and analysis of the social

values of those potentially aff cled.by a decision. The value categories are:
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1

ealt financial resources

2. Power Control of decision Making

dri)3. ErIlightenment - creation and/or communication of knowledge

4. Well-being-contributing to individual or societal "health"

5. Skill contributing to the development of skills and abilities

6 Affection encouraging growth of intimacy, ,friendship and loyalty
4

Respect - situations or groups accorded esteem or recognition

E. Erectitude Cc;Fibuting to'the development cf Integrity and virtue

'Decision'Phase Analysis. The final.compenent is tne "decision ,thase

lb
analsis." it is intended to guide the core grcup in designing implem,entation

tand eval,:at.ion strategies f tne selected pol?..cy (plat or solution! . The

six decision phases are:

1. I7-t41 14ence identify he information that needs to be collec'ted

,to support or "seli"'a strategy.

2. Pi4motion identify indivi uals in positions tc adopt the proposed

strategy. Develop appropriate 1).1:emotion techniques.

3 Prescription'- formulate the proposed strategy in legislative or)

policy terms.

4

4. Invocation prepare for the eventual implementation of the strategy,

taking into consideration the affected parties, their perspectives,

values, -etc.

5. APplioation identify and describe the step-by-step Implementation

process.

6. APpraisal,- develop formative and sammative evaluation metnods

based oh the stated goals.

The decision Seminar, then, is a decision making model cknicn gees beyond.,

conventional, seqiential nodes by irescribin the creation of tne culture and
C

9.
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environment in woich decisions are made. What learnings: can result for students

of educational administration who are exposed to tne eminar?

The Learning Outcomes of E xposure to the Decision Seminar

As indicated earlier, we identified four basic types of learning that

maght be attributed to the exposure of students to the Decision Seminar.

They are Prescriptions on inforhationof the process, description of informal:

tion of the process, prescriptions of information in one process, and descrip-

F

.tions of information 1 bne process. (see Figure 2)

Pi\scrictions on info=aticn of the process. This type of insteLactional

outccd concerns kno,,.ledce about the way a decision making process snould

be srUctured. .:e found that three cormonents of the Decision Seminar

seemed to be linked tc this outcome. Tney were the "management ftamewqrk,"

the five problem solvin-4-," and the decisioO phase analysis .4 Each of

tnese ccxD1kr,ents spells out eitner tne conditions in which a decision s u1d'

me made Or the specific ste:s tnat should be ta,.:en to tne making of the deci-

sion, itself.

Toe "management frame,orY. presented six characteristics of an ideal

decisicn-making context. The ..-oblem solving tasKs" specified toe analytical/

procedures by wnacn decision-relevant was to be collected and analyzed by the

..ore

s;tudent. Finally, bhe "decision phase apalysie." guided students is desicning

implement ion and evaluation stratecies.

Descriptions of irforrItion of the process. This second type of iostruC-
_

. /

ttonal outcome involves tne ability to retrospectively assess a decision making

4
process 7 We need to emphasize here that we do not mean toe assessment of a

f

decision, the dial alternative selected, b,t the proce,ss by which it was

)
. - ,

cerived. Not surprising-y, ',foe tnree Decision Se ,roar components linked to the

farst pe.of catOome ,ere 1150 fc,..nd to be tied to

"4"
1

ra:tacos ilifinforTatior

I

9



Figure.'f'wo

Decision Seminar Components

and

Learning Outcomes

o

Prescriptive Descriptive

of 1. MaAagement, Framework 1. Management Framework
the 2. Problem Solving Tasks 2. Problem Solving Tasks

process 3. Decision. Pnase 2: Decision Pnase
0 16,4Analysis Analysis

a .1. Problem Solving Tasks '. Problem Solving Tasks
in 2. Social Process Model 2:'Social Process Model

1 the 3. Value Categories 3. Value Categories
0 process 4. Decision Phase 4. Decision, Phase
n Analysis Analysis

4 .

.4

O

o
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of the process.

%Just as the "management frameworA," the "five problem solving tasks," and

the " decision phase analysis"'weA found to guide class participants in their

deliberations, they al$o provided 'a framework within which .participants

analyzed and assessed actual cases of .P14.1ning and/or problem solving to

. .

which they had beenvexposed.

noFor example, several udentt teathat the "management framework" had

+)`

,

led them to focus ipon. the influences that uneven participation or the

inconsistency of meeting times and location can have dn a decision-making

effort. Others mentioned t; at the "five problem solving tasks, unlike

conventional guides to rational decision-making,'.helped them to see the

importance of considerinc develop' g trends. Finally, st,Idents observedethat

the "decision phase analysis" caused them to rethink their failure in

past decision-making situalions to develop well planned strategies to promote.

tneir ideas.

Prescription of i.riformation in `he process. The third type of o,itcome

k.icentified concerns the type of information that should be collected for and

used in making a decision. We found that four of the Decision Seminar's

five components appeared to be associated with. this outcome type. These wei.-

the "Problem solving tasks," the "sots al process model," community value

categories," and "the decision phase analysis;

Tne "problem soliving tasks" specified that information conce.tning past

and current trends relevant to the focal decision be collected. The "social

process model" prescribed the collection of information pertinent to this

12.

analysis of trends. It directed students to gather and analyze data concerning

individuals affected by the decision. These data involved stakeholders'

.thoughts about the impending decision, their values, and what they sought to
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gain.
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The "community value categories" further directed efforts to analyze the

social process affecting the decision. Oplacing each of the decision's

"stakeholders" into one of eight value categories, students developed a clea-e°-

understanding oftheoweb of values which served as a.n important dimensioh of

the context in which the decision was being made.

Finally, the "decisibh phase analysis" guide; the students to collect

infcr.=acion needed to promote the strategy they proposed t6 implement their

decision.

Descriptions of information in he trecess. The :Q.:1-th and final type
4

otf ..ear':_. outcome we found to result from the aoplicatisn cf toe Decision

Seminar as an instructional tool involves the abl'I', to describe and assess

the use of infQrmation in the -taking of a decision. we again foind onat

both prescriptive of descriptive outcomes involving a given type of informa-

, ionresultecl.from the same set of Decision Seminar components. :n tnis

case we found that the four components found to be linked to the third type

,of outcome were also apparently linked to this last type.

Students remarked that the "problem solving tasks" nelped them to pt

only.structure decision making situations but also tb place actual decision

making Processes in which they had participated in:to their contexts of trends.

tney commented that their introduction to'the "social; process

mcIdel" caused them to consider how tne analysis of individuals and grcuns

witn vested interests in a decision, stakeholders, might have affected these

same decisions. Extending this point a bit further, several noted that they

found the "community values categories" to be a useful way to describe and

analyze the societal pressures that had been exerted.on decision making.

Students also observed that exposure to the "decision phase analysis"

helped them to assess the extent to which information had been gathered and



utilized Lo promote a strategy. of implementation in decision making processes

which they had observed.1).

^)

.4)
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Discussion and ConclusOns

was, perhaps, not surprising that we found that the use of the Decision

Sea-inar resultedoin p.rescriptives outcomes for students regarding how a deqsion

making process should be carried out. That, afterall, is the purpose of the

model--to guide decision makers towards the making cf better informed decisions.

What was less predictable were the resc.riptive7outcomes. Although the Decision

1/ ofSeminar has been employed as the onceptual framework of case st 4 dies ct actual

decision making processes it w- nct the primary use for which the Seminar was

intended 10, y

This brings to mind Eisner's (1979) conceptualizatDons of the explicit

and implicit curricula. he argues that instruction results intended out,-

comes, the explicit, as well as unintendec ones, the plicit. he also'sug-

gested tntt learning results ,from the exclusion of informaicn or perspect:Lves.

This he dubbed the "null" curriculum. Thus, the,prescriptive outcome types we

observed might be viewed as the explicit curriculum, while the descriptive

outcome types` night be seen as the 'implicit curriculum. That is, it was

expected that students would be able to employ the Seminar as a guide to

7
mak'ing decisions7-it was unaboidablegiven the way in which the courses were

structured. However, it was not expected that students would transfer their

learning from the class situ/lion to the rerospect-lve description and analysis

of actual decision making. processes.

As wle stated earlier, these i-esdikts should be viewed with some skeptic:sm.
Jr-.

The exploratory assessment methods employed in this study were intended to

provide only tentative results. ,However, we believe that our findings are well

grounded in data and, thus,'can,provide the foundation for mote closely con-

trolled's
it

udies to determine the extent to which they are the result of the

.application of the Decision Seminar as an instructional tool.
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